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Issue Brief: Arab Americans and the LGBT Community
Key Words
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Description
The issue brief discusses the way in which LGBT Arab Americans face discrimination within the
Arab American and LGBT communities. It highlights the marginalization of the Muslim
immigrants of the LGBT Arab American population affected by post 9/11 racism and
homophobia.
Key Points


While Arab Americans are classified as Whites in the United States Census, Arab
Americans, particularly toward the Arab American Muslim population, encounter racism
on a level with those classified as ‘people of color.’



Post 9/11 American attitudes fueled such racism toward Arab American Muslims,
especially those originally from Pakistan and the Middle East.



Arab Americans who also identify as LGBT face hostile post 9/11 attitudes within and
outside the LGBT community.



Not only do LGBT Arab Americans face hostility regarding post 9/11 attitudes but also
face discrimination, harassment and homophobia from the Arab American community as
well as heteronormative society.



Thus LGBT Arab Americans face the ‘double closet’ effect.
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Issue Brief
According to the 2000 United States Census, Arab Americans consist of less than 1
percent of the population and appears to be distributed equally across the United States. The
Arab American population consists of 22 Arab countries including but not limited to Egypt,
Lebanon, Morocco, Yemen, Tunisia and Palestine according to the Arab American Institute.

Arab Americans are classified as Whites in the United States Consensus. While Arab Americans
have fought for a separate category, such a category has not been represented in the United
States Census. The dimensionality of the Arab American population is thus disregarded. The
ethnoracial pentagon epitomizes this disparity since Arab Americans are not represented under
any of five ethnoracial categories. Classification as White by the United States Census and
completely left out of the ethnoracial pentagon represents how misplaced the Arab American
population is in the United States; consequently leaving them vulnerable to all forms of
discrimination. The racism that had erupted post 9/ll highlights the marginalization of the Arab
American population. Certain members of the Arab American population, particularly Arab
American Muslims, especially those originally from Pakistan and the Middle East, encounter
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racism eventhough they are classified as Whites. Arab American Institute reported that the
majority of the Arab American population has religious affiliations to Christianity. However,
Arab American Muslims make up a considerable amount of the population of Arab Americans
with twenty four percent.

Post 9/11 racism had a detrimental effect on Arab Americans who also identify as lesbian,
gay, bisexual, or transgender. Within the LGBT community, racism has played a role in
separating marginalized groups from the mainstream LGBT community. Gay in society is
viewed as a Western phenomenon amongst white gay men. As a result of racist attitudes, people
of color are associated as being close to nature and cannot be homosexual, because
homosexuality within heteronormative society is unnatural. Thus those who are part of a
marginalized group have a difficult time being a part of the LGBT community for their perceived
race does not match their prescribed sexuality. After 9/11 the LGBT community particularly
shunned Arab Americans for being Muslim by not providing them with certain services or
support.

Gittens
There is no demographic of the LGBT Arab American population within the United
States. This is partially due to the fact that there is no census of LGBT Americans within the
United States. However, there is a census of same sex couples within the United States but the
number of partners may not be accurate since many are not willing to disclose their sexual
preferences. Therefore, the demographic of same sex couples is not representative of all same
sex couples or LGBT individuals within the United States.
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Within the Arab American population, LGBT Arab Americans faced homophobic
attitudes from their family and friends as a result of Arab culture and/or religion. LGBT Arab
Americans reported that their families had dismissed their sexuality as lesbian, gay or bisexual
because they believed that it was the influence of Western lifestyle. Consequently, LGBT Arab
Americans “must deal with jokes, harassment, discrimination, and sometimes, the threat of being
attacked and beaten — even by their own families.” 1
In Enemy at Home, Dinesh D’Souza describes attitudes of certain Muslims toward
homosexuality. D’Souza states that “ the Koran describes homosexuals as ‘people of the wrath of
Allah,” and most Muslims find the notion of legitimizing what they perceive as sinful conduct to
be disgusting and unspeakable.” 2 However, in Que(e)rying Religion, Shahid Dossani states that
“the roots of gay intolerance seem to be more sociological and cultural than religious.” 3 Dossani
claims that the Koran mentions homosexuality only five times through the book and that within
those references there isn’t as much fear and hatred of homosexuality than most people believe.
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Homophobic attitudes toward LGBT Muslims is associated with the belief that homosexuality is
the end of the family and notions of morality. Non procreative sex outside of marriage is the
source of condemnation of homosexuality. Dossani claims that “Muslim religious leaders tend to
give disproportionate attention to the ‘sinfulness’ of physical pleasure. Physical pleasure as such
is not condemned in Islam but disproportionate self indulgence is.” 4
Within the United States, 73 percent of the most religious Muslims, which represents 23
percent of Muslims, believe that homosexuality should be discouraged. Sixty-six percent of
Muslim Americans who have medium levels of religious commitment, which represents 50
percent of Muslim Americans, discourage homosexuality. Those who have low religious
commitment, which constitute 25 percent of Muslim Americans, 47 percent believe that
homosexuality should be accepted. Statistics also show that “both native-born Muslims and
foreign-born Muslims express similar levels of disapproval of homosexuality.” 5
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People of color have experienced a more intense marginalization due to their race as well
as being lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender. Shunned by the LGBT community as well as
their family and friends, LGBT Arab Americans experienced the double closet effect: dealing
with both racist and homophobic attitudes within the United States.
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